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NEWSLETTER NOVEMBER 2021

NEXT MEETING
Internet meeting. *
Date and time: Wednesday 24 November 2021 at 19h00.
Programme:
"The James Webb telescope" by Johan smit.
Chairman: Bosman Olivier.

* You will receive an e-mail invite from Johan Smit around 18:30 to join the
meeting. Please join as quickly as possible.

Virtual observing evening chat Friday 19 November 2021
Like last month, this will start at 18h30. Johan Smit will open the meeting at around
18h15 and anyone who wishes to join the chat is welcome to join in the fun. Be
seated in front of your computer at 18h15 with a glass of wine/beer/coffee.
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Astronomy-related articles on the Internet
EarthSky | Moon-forming disk around super-Jupiter exoplanet?
Last July, astronomers said they'd found the first moon-forming dust disk around a large
exoplanet, about 400 light-years from Earth. It was the first clear evidence of a moonforming disk (aka a circumplanetary disk) around a young giant exoplanet. Now,
astronomers say they have found another one.
EarthSky | 19 hidden planets revealed by their auroras
Astronomers have detected radio waves from red dwarfs. These are interpreted as being
produced by orbiting planets. A wind of charged particles from the star is interacting with
such a planet’s magnetic field, thereby creating auroras on the planet and emitting radio
waves in the process.
Hubble Gives Unprecedented,
(hubblesite.org)

Early

View

of

a

Doomed

Hubble Watches How a Giant Planet Grows (hubblesite.org)
Hubble Solves Mystery of Monster Star's Dimming (hubblesite.org)

Star's

Destruction
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NOTICE BOARD
Another Zooniverse project. Help to improve the performance of current gravitational
wave detectors.
GWitchHunters — Zooniverse
Old newsletters: All old newsletters from January 2004 onward are on our website.
They contain a record of our Centre’s activities as well as astronomical information.
Data base: Members are reminded that a data base of the books in our library is to be
found on our website.

Astronomy basics: Proxima Centauri, closest star to the Sun
EarthSky | Proxima Centauri, closest star to our sun

Astronomy-related images, video clips and documentaries on the Internet
See an animation that shows how the Rover got to Mars.
How to Get to Mars. Very Cool! HD – YouTube
Moving Winds in Jupiter’s Great Red Spot (hubblesite.org)
Animation of Fast-Rotating Brown Dwarf (hubblesite.org)
Zoom in on AG Carinae.
Flight to AG Carinae (hubblesite.org)
Animation of a fly-by of exoplanet GJ 1132 B.
Exoplanet GJ 1132 b (hubblesite.org)

Feature of the month: The DART mission
EarthSky | DART mission to hit and move an asteroid
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Observing: A phenomenal nebula - by Magda Streicher
With the Orion constellation due to begin peeking over the eastern horizon in the
near future, it is a good time to revisit and study the deep sky objects of this well-known
heavenly image.
A special object is the nebula known as NGC 1788, barely half a degree away
from the boundary with Eridanus in the far western part of Orion. For this a telescope
t2
and a dark sky free of any unwanted
“light pollution” are essential. Many years ago, I
observed
this
out
of
the
ordinary
diffuse
nebula, which displays an uneven shape, and is
t1
t3
relatively large, but not so easy to pick out among the stars.
My notes indicated that the south-western part is sharply defined and brighter
than the eastern side, which fades out into the field of view. Guarding the nebula, so to
speak, are three magnitude 8 stars and a slightly fainter magnitude 10 star on the
northern rim. This complex nebula is flanked by the dark nebula Lynds 1616. The use of
an OIII filter is advised, as it will bring out the nebulosity contrasted against the darker
background. It is now known that older stars are situated on the eastern part of the
nebula, with very much younger stars towards the very bright middle area, barely around
a million years old.
A degree further west are the galaxies NGC 1753 and NGC 1740, with
magnitudes around 14.5, perhaps for a keen eye searching out faint fuzzy objects. It is a
t 5 for the adventurous observer.
challenge,
but the rewards are great
t Ω
t
6

4
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NGC 1788

Diffuse nebula

O5 h 06.8 m

- 03o 20.6’

9

8’ x 8’
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Astrophotos with annotations - by Johan Moolman
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What’s Up? November 2021 – January 31 st 2022 – by Michael Poll
Eclipse
A total solar eclipse passes over Antarctica on December 4 th, it will be visible as a
small partial eclipse over South Africa, but it will only be seen south and west of a line
running roughly from Port St Johns (where it will only last for 16 minutes) through
Bloemfontein (11 minutes) and north of Walvis Bay. The length, (and therefore the size)
of the eclipse increases further to the south. In Cape Town the partial eclipse will last for
1 hour 15 minutes.
Evening sky
From about Mid November until towards the end of December, Venus, Saturn
and Jupiter will be equidistantly placed and strung out in a line sloping to the north. The
Moon will sweep past them in turn between December 6 th and 9th. There can also be a
glimpse of Mercury which will be close to Venus from December 27 th until December
29th.
For the first couple of days of January, there will still be a similar row of three
planets, but Mercury will have taken the place of Venus – hence Mercury-Saturn-Jupiter.
The Moon will go past them from January 3 rd - 6th. Twilight may interfere with the visibility
of Mercury, and into January, first Saturn and then Jupiter will start to disappear into the
twilight.
Venus is at inferior conjunction on January 9 th, and thereafter will move into the morning
sky, when it will be visible in the east by the end of the month.
Moon near bright objects : Morning sky – before sunrise
November 24th
Moon will be near Pollux in Gemini
November 27th
Moon will be near Regulus in Leo
st
December 1
Moon will be near Spica in Virgo
December 31st & January 1st Moon will be near Mars and Antares in the morning twilight
January 28th
Moon will be near Antares.
th
January 30
Moon will be near Mars and Venus
Planet near bright star
From about December 22nd until about January 3rd, Mars moves past Antares in
the morning sky. Antares takes its name from Mars – the word means “Rival of Mars”, so
this is a good opportunity to compare their colours. They will be closest, at 4 ½° apart,
on the morning of December 27 th. Mars’ magnitude will be 1.5 and Antares will be
magnitude 1.1.
Meteor shower
The strongest annual meteor shower of the year, the Geminids, peaks on the
morning of December 14th. Some meteorites may be seen for a few days before this,
but after the peak the numbers fall away by even the next night. The meteors are slow
and yellowish, with about 4% displaying persistent trains.
Usually meteor showers are best seen after midnight, but in the case of the
Geminids, some may even be seen before midnight. A three-quarters illuminated Moon
will interfere, but viewing will get better after the Moon sets at around 2.00 am
The meteorites consist of dust and debris ejected from Asteroid 3200 Phaethon
during its close approach to the Sun every 1.4 years. Geminids enter the atmosphere at
35 kilometres per second (nearly 126 000 km/hour) which is comparatively slow
compared with the Perseids which travel at more than 200 000 km/hour. Ω
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Magda Streicher
She writes: “Stargazing won me over a long time ago, got into my bones, found a
welcome place in my heart. It brings me great joy and I never tire of it. I became an
active amateur astronomer and have, over the years, steadily become more and more
involved in advanced participation – and I have done so with great passion, enthusiasm
and satisfaction. The use of 12-inch and 16-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescopes (f/10)
with magnifications from 95X to 463X, as well as various filters, enables me to do useful
deep sky observation in relatively dark skies. I started walking this road with Auke
Slotegraaf as my mentor en teacher many years ago to understand and observe the
many facets of astronomy. He cleared the way for me to tackle “Deepsky Delights” as a
challenge, to give it character, and to make it into something to be proud of. Now, 17
years down the line, and 88 constellations later, I look back on the exciting journey it
has been – it has not only been a learning process, it has also brought me much
fulfilment. I am continuing now on an asterism journey in my MNASSA column with a
deeper look. Asterisms are decidedly among the most exciting star groupings for
launching a celestial search, either through the telescope or by using a star program,
followed by a telescope observation.
My journey of sketching was the way to go, again and again I am reminded of the
true, humanly real view of deepsky objects as seen through a telescope as I page
through my sketch books. Sketching also brings more hidden details to the fore that
would simply get lost with a mostly casual glance. For me, every sketch tells a story;
and sketching also taught me to concentrate intensely in order to observe finer points of
connection. My hope and trust now is that my contribution can assist amateurs and
starry lovers in revealing the wonders of the Universe which are indeed a wonderful
reality that unveils itself to us.
My contributions so far:
Astronomy Delights book: = all 88 constellations (over 500 pages).
Distributed through the Webb Society in the United Kingdom and available on the Assa
Web.
Contributions to various journals and books abroad:
The Night Sky Observers Guide volume 3 by Kepple and Sanner – Willmann-Bell.
Deep-Sky Companions: Southern Gems by O’Meara – Cambridge Press.
Galaxies by Steinicke – Cambridge Press.
The Cambridge Photographic Star Atlas by Mellinger and Stoyan.
Exotico Cielo Profundo by Ferraiuolo and Bernardini....Spanish book...
Country Centres and ASSA Directors:
Observations and feedback on deep sky, comets, meteors, double stars
Successful occultation of (5) Astraea measure 162km by 96km done by Albert Brakel
from Australia and me in 2000.
Discovered the new meteor stream u Tauri with 4 other participants.
Discovered two open clusters, which were confirmed by the Gaia satellite in 2020.
Contributions to the local radio station and the local newspaper.
(Continued on next page.)
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(Continued from previous page.)
Astronomical Society of Southern Africa:
Served on Council from 2001 to 2010.
President 2008/9.
Honorary Member.
McIntyre Award 2019.
Overbeek Medal 2020.
(Centre awards 14 in total)
Various Deep Sky Projects = Thanks to deep sky pictures provided by Johan Moolman.”
Here follows comments on Magda and her work by members of the astronomical
community in South Africa:
Chris Stewart:
“These awards are not given out lightly.Years of dedication, learning an attention to
detail, whilst stretching their capabilities to the limits in order to accomplish observing
programs well beyond the abilities of most people. The fruits of their labours advance the
science of astronomy and their efforts are an inspiration to all.”
Willie Koorts:
”Magda has taken the very popular column "Deep-sky Delights" a notch up by
presenting the best deep-sky objects of each constellation in a fresh and innovative way
for observers to easily find their way around the night sky. Every object was hand-picked
and personally observed by her, before being included in her book. And who better than
South Africa's most active and knowledgeable deep-sky observer, Magda Streicher, to
be the author.”
Hilton Ratcliff:
”Magda doesn’t photograph; she sketches. That to me encapsulates the kind of
approach she has. To say that she’s hands-on is simply insufficient to convey the
remarkable simplicity and charm of her style of astronomy.”
Professor Derck Smits:
”Magda Streicher has been looking at the heavens for as long as I've known her. Her
greatest love is to sit under dark skies and hunt out faint nebulae or distant galaxies with
one of her telescopes. Because she has spent so much time exploring the heavens, she
has a vast knowledge of what can be seen in the night sky, which she shares with others
via her regular contributions to numerous Astronomy newsletters and compilations on
deep-sky objects. Her meticulous descriptions and delicate sketches have been an
inspiration to amateur observers around the world.”
Dr. Ian Glass:
”Magda Streicher has for many years been exploring the clear dark skies above her
observatory in the Bushveld of northern South Africa, writing of her experiences in
charming and readable articles for MNASSA. I can recommend her stories to those who
would like to share the delights of sky watching and finding new objects to admire.
Those with access to places with dark and cloud-free nights will enjoy searching for the
galaxies, nebulae, clusters and asterisms that she loves.”
(Continued on next page.)
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(Continued from previous page.)
Tim Cooper:
”It has been my profound privilege and joy to observe together with Magda on many
occasions, and to see how she meticulously records what she sees on paper. Rather
than photographing objects, all her observations are the result of peering through the
eyepiece for long hours, diligently describing what she sees at the eyepiece in her
unique style, and painstakingly recording the results in her many sketches.” Ω

Magda next to her 12-inch
Schmidt-Cassegrain
telescope at her farm
observatory, Northern
Province, close to the
Zimbabwe border.

Magda’s
observatory in
Polokwane
(Pietersburg) with its
16-inch SchmidtCassegrain Meade
telescope.
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The work table next to
Magda’s 16-inch
telescope in her
Polokwane observatory,
where she makes her
sketches and notes.

Left and bottom: Magda’s book “Astronomy
delights – 88 constellations”.
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Magda was a speaker at the Webb Society conference on Southern Deep Sky at the
Science and Astronomy Faculty campus in Cambridge in the UK in June 2015. The
speakers at the conference were (L to R) Dr. Andrew Crumey, Dr. Mike Irwin, Dr.
Wolfgang Steinicke, Magda Streicher, Dr. Bob Argyle and Olivier Thizy.

Dressed warmly, Magda sits by her
beloved 16-inch telescope in her
Polokwane observatory, with sketchbook
and notebook next to her.

Magda has been regularly sending
me (your newsletter editor) articles
about observation for our
newsletter since September 2014.
Those who want to communicate
with her can do so by e-mail. Her
e-mail address is
magdalena@mweb.co.za
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Web links for the astronomy enthusiast
 The website for all information about the ASSA and the ASSA Centres:
https://assa.saao.ac.za/
 ASSA Specialist Sections:
ASSA has various areas of interest. Join and participate!
https://assa.saao.ac.za/sections/
 ASSA Publications to download and enjoy:
MNASSA: https://www.mnassa.org.za/
Nightfall: http://assa.saao.ac.za/sections/deep-sky/nightfall/
Photographs by Johan Moolman
To receive as part of ASSA
membership
benefits
- Sky Guide, the astronomical
Photographs
by Johan
Moolman
handbook for Southern Africa: http://assa.saao.ac.za/about/publications/skyt1
t22
guide/
 Mail Groups to join:
For general ASSA related information: https://groups.io/g/ASSA-announce
For posting general items and discussion: https://groups.io/g/ASSA-discussion
 Social Media to join and share:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Astrosocsa/?_rdc=1&_rdr
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4b1fhmPvYTOsy15YP-_JA
Twitter: https://twitter.com/AstroSocSA
 More web links can be found on page 118 of “2021 Sky Guide Africa
South”. Ω
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